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For calendar year 2015, the American Medical Association (AMA) deleted CPT® codes 76950, 77421 and 0197T. The AMA replaced these codes with a new code, CPT® 77387. CPT® 77387 includes all forms of IGRT, including CT based IGRT previously described by CPT® 77014 in calendar year 2014. Free standing cancer centers (place of service 11) and physicians billing professionally only from a hospital outpatient department may bill temporary G codes (G6001, G6002, G6017) established by Medicare to describe these services. These G codes are not discussed within this standard however the G codes are included as part of the allowed billed groupings for IGRT.

IGRT Allowed Billable Group: 77387, 77014, G6001, G6002, G6017

**CT for Planning Purposes (77014)**

*Technical*

For planning purposes, CPT® 77014 involves the computed tomography scan (CT) in which CT data is collected for dosimetry planning purposes in radiation oncology. When performed and billed in addition to the initial simulation of the patient, the CT is considered an integral and bundled component of the simulation itself (CPT® 77280-77290). When performed on a separate day from the simulation or by a separate entity, the CT may be billable if the reason for doing so is medically necessary. The professional component of the CT is not billable due to no professional work being performed by the radiation oncologist in obtaining this information.

77014 Computed tomography guidance for placement of radiation therapy fields

**Standards for CPT® 77014**

- CPT® 77014 may be utilized for obtaining computerized tomography images utilized for planning purposes when performed separate from the simulation procedure. This may occur at a separate facility or place of service or at a later time during the treatment process to obtain new data for subsequent dosimetry planning on reduce volumes.

**Image Guided Radiation Therapy, IGRT (77387)**

*Professional and Technical*

CPT® 77387 encompasses stereoscopic guidance, ultrasound guidance, CT based guidance and intrafraction tracking associated with guiding the treatment delivery to the appropriate area of the body. IGRT has a professional and technical component and must be documented appropriately for each occurrence; however, the technical component of the IGRT service is considered bundled when performed on the same date of service as an IMRT treatment delivery (CPT® 77385 and 77386).
Guidance for localization of target volume for delivery of radiation treatment delivery, includes intrafraction tracking, when performed

Standards for CPT® 77387

- One (1) IGRT procedure (CPT® 77387) is allowed per external beam fraction of treatment
- IGRT may be considered when using the following types of radiation therapy treatment delivery
  - Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT)
  - Three dimensional conformal therapy (3DCRT)
  - Proton Beam
  - Brachytherapy
- IGRT is not medically necessary for 2 Dimensional Radiation Therapy (2D)
- IGRT procedures and port images (CPT® 77417) are not billable on the same date of service, for the same treatment site.
- When IGRT is performed in conjunction with 3D treatment delivery, the technical component of IGRT (77387-TC in physician offices/freestanding facilities and all hospital based IGRT billing) is allowed when medically necessary and authorized. The use of IGRT procedures may be subject to physician review in non-IMRT cases.

Port Images (77417)

Technical Only

77417 Therapeutic radiology port image(s)

Port images are x-ray images taken on the treatment unit and are utilized to compare treatment portals to the treatment portals designed during the dosimetry process. The physician orders port images to identify any potential variance from the planned course of therapy and utilizes the information to make necessary modifications that may be required to continue covering the tumor and minimize dose delivery to healthy tissue. The frequency is generally one set of port images per each 5 fractions of radiation therapy. A charge for port images is allowed one time every five fractions and billed with a quantity of one (1), regardless of the number of images needed.

Standards for CPT® 77417

- CPT® 77417 may be billed once for each five fractions of therapy. 77417 will not be approved if performed during the last three fractions of therapy. CPT® 77417 is billable as a quantity of one (1), regardless of the number of port images acquired or how many different ports are filmed.
- Port images performed as part of a verification simulation or IGRT are not billable. Port images are an integral part of the verification simulation and stereoscopic guidance and are not separately billable.
- Port images (CPT® 77417) are not billable on the same date of service as verification simulations (CPT® 77280) or IGRT procedures (CPT® 77387), for the same site of treatment.

Sources:
The Magellan Healthcare Coding Standards are created and maintained by Magellan Healthcare and our contracted coding expert, Revenue Cycle Inc. based on our understanding of:
- American Medical Association (AMA) HCPCS definitions and intended use as noted within the AMA’s published CodeManager® products
- Local and National Medicare Coverage Determinations (LCDs and NCDs)
- Office of the Inspector General (OIG) compliance standards
- National Correct Coding Initiative (NCCI) edits
- Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Internet Only Manuals (IOM).

Magellan Healthcare incorporated input from Revenue Cycle Inc. about accepted standards of care in radiation oncology, based on their review of sources such as the American Society of Therapeutic Radiation Oncology (ASTRO) coding guidelines and American College of Radiation Oncology (ACRO) practice management guide.